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For all the families who have inspired me
in their quest to achieve money sanity
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“From the moment of birth, the customs into which a 
child is born shape their experience and behavior.”

— Ruth Fulton Benedict, anthropologist

Where does a family go to learn healthy money habits? For most families, 
learning about money is an infrequent, fly-by-the-seat-of-the-pants experience. 
What parents are learning from the recent economic crisis is that silence is not 
an effective teacher—especially given the daily onslaught of more than 5,000 
advertising impressions. 

Although the familiar expression “Actions speak louder than words” often holds 
true, when it comes to developing healthy money habits, words are just as important 
as actions. Words provide the context for all the money choices we make, and they 
can help us see why and how we make those choices.

Learning how to communicate about money and putting those words into a 
practical, simple, values-oriented plan of action is among the most important skills 
we can ever gain. And who better for learning that skill with than the members of 
our own family? 

When we stop to count how many of our actions each day are linked to money 
and multiply that by 365, the number gets really big really fast. And therein lies 
the challenge: Every year we make thousands of money decisions, but if we don’t 
have a values-based plan to help us stay on track, we risk falling far short of our 
desired goals.   

Money Sanity Solutions will help you do away with magical thinking about 
money—that is, the notion that money issues will somehow magically resolve 
themselves. It’s time to take control of your money habits. 

Since 1990 I’ve interacted with thousands of young people and their parents, 
helping them build sane and sustainable money habits—ones that have positively 
influenced how they share, save, and spend. 

In 2008 and 2009 I collaborated with Dr. Timothy Kasser, Ph.D., Professor and 
Chair of Psychology at Knox College in Galesburg, Illinois, to conduct a randomized 
clinical trial on money habits and values with a group of 92 adolescents (ages 11 to 
17), each of whom was accompanied by a parent or guardian who also participated 
in the study. 

The goal was to determine whether our Share Save Spend tools caused positive 
changes in the adolescents’ attitudes regarding money and how it was talked 
about in their families. All participants completed surveys measuring their money 
attitudes, their well-being, and other topics three times over the course of the year. 
Half the adolescents and their parents/guardians began with the intervention after 
completing the first packet. The other half, the control group, received no inter-
vention. Participants in the intervention attended large-group learning sessions, 
and completed take home assignments using our Financial Sanity curriculum,  
S3 Bank Kit, and Family Money Discussion Starters. 
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Here are a few significant findings from the adolescent and parent/guardian 
participants in the intervention group: 

Adolescents 

• Reduced their focus on spending 

• Improved self-esteem of those initially more 
oriented toward spending than sharing and saving

Parents/guardians 

• Reported an increase in communication about 
money with their children

 

By contrast, the adolescents in the control group became more oriented toward 
spending than those in the intervention group by the end the study.

The results of this study suggest that, among other things, when parents abdicate 
their responsibilities as teachers and role models, the culture of consumption will 
likely fill the void.*

Now more than ever, families need to seize the day and convene values-based 
money conversations. Such conversations will not only neutralize the messages of 
hyper-consumerism but will also serve as a foundation for new and more balanced 
money choices.  

Money Sanity Solutions is designed to help your family ease into a variety of 
money conversations—ones that will yield tangible results. Once you’ve started 
having these conversations, you’ll find your money habits lining up more closely 
with your values. Each person in your family will discover their voice on a variety of 
of money-related topics. The rhythm around money in your family will feel more 
natural and less anxious. Also, you will learn new money skills and expand your 
money vocabulary—critical elements for present and future success. 

But perhaps the best reasons for embracing Money Sanity Solutions are that your 
family will find it fun, thought-provoking, and meaningful. Enjoy the journey!  

Nathan Dungan
President and Founder
Share Save Spend

* This summary of the clinical study  is based on T. Kasser, E. L. Deci, R. M. Ryan, C. Niemiec, A. J. Sameroff, 
K. Rosenblum, H. Dittmar, R. Bond, O. Arnadottir, N. Dungan, S. Hawks, and C. Robinson, Changes in Materialism, Changes 
in Well-Being: Evidence from Three Longitudinal Studies and One Experiment. Manuscript in preparation, Knox College, 
Galesburg, IL. (2009). The study was supported by a grant from the Marjorie Weil and Marvin Edward Mitchell Foundation.
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Start Here

The goal of Money Sanity Solutions is to get your family thinking, talking, and 
doing money in brand-new ways. Meeting with this material in hand, your family will 
begin an important journey toward building healthy money habits. 

Discussing money as a family might feel intimidating at first. But as you work 
through this material, you won’t be alone. Nathan Dungan will be your guide via 
DVD. His lively and engaging video clips deliver the insights and expertise you 
will need to understand and discuss the concepts presented here. Money Sanity 
Solutions provides everything you need to get money conversations started—the 
critical first step toward building healthy money habits. 

Have each member of your family take a turn leading the conversations. After a few 
sessions, even younger family members can take turns sharing this responsibility. 
Everyone will feel a sense of ownership, knowing that they are playing important 
roles not only as meeting participants but also as meeting leaders. 



Start Here

LEARNING POINTS
summarize the key themes of your conversation. 

BEFORE YOU START
details specific preparation necessary for
your meeting.  

MONEY SPOTS
are brief DVD clips in which Nathan Dungan 
offers his insights and expertise on particular 
topics. Count on watching two clips per meeting 
in order to jump-start your discussions and keep 
them moving.

TALK ABOUT IT
helps you explore your own values and insights 
on the topic at hand. 

CASE STUDIES
offer real-life scenarios to expand your thinking 
and learning on the given topic. 

SUM IT UP
provides a summary of the key points
from the chapter.

BRING IT HOME
includes downloadable interactive exercises and 
activities to help you build healthy money habits.
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LEARNING POINTS

BEFORE YOU START

EACH FAMILY CONVERSATION FOLLOWS A SIMILAR FORMAT:
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• Insert the Money Sanity Solutions DVD into your computer. 

• In My Computer (Windows XP or earlier), Computer (Windows Vista, Windows 7), 
or Finder (Mac), double click on the Money Sanity Solutions disc icon.

• Three folders will appear: VIDEO_TS, AUDIO_TS, and WORKSHEET_PDF_FILES.

• Double click on WORKSHEET_PDF_FILES.

• Look for this icon in the upper-right corner of any worksheet in the 
Money Sanity Solutions book. Its number will correspond with the file 
name of the PDF worksheet on the DVD. The icon here is for 01.pdf.

• To access the worksheet, double click on the one you want to use. The file will 
open in Adobe Reader (PC and Mac), Preview (Mac), or any other PDF-friendly 
program installed on your computer.

• Print the worksheet.

PRINTING YOUR BRING IT HOME EXERCISES

w
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Please review the table of contents. The 15 sessions listed there cover a wide range 
of topics. You can get started by following three simple steps:

Although Money Sanity Solutions is designed for families, it can easily be adapted 
for use by larger groups—in schools, places of worship, community centers, and 
other such settings. If you plan to use Money Sanity Solutions in a group setting, 
visit the website sharesavespend.com to find practical suggestions.

STEP ONE:
Grab your DVD, and gather to watch the clip “Welcome 
to Money Sanity Solutions,” in which Nathan Dungan 
gets all family members on board, offering an overview 
and outlining what you will learn. 

STEP TWO:  
Start your family conversations with Part One: MONEY 
SANITY BASICS, “My Money Temperament” (p. 11). 
Then, set the dates for conversations to address the next 
two topics,  “Needs and Wants” (p. 23), and “Budgeting 
Basics” (p. 35). Together, these three sessions will 
provide the foundation for your money conversations and 
introduce concepts to which you will return throughout this  
learning experience.

STEP THREE:
After completing MONEY SANITY BASICS, return to 
the table of contents and identify the topic for your next 
family conversation by choosing from those included 
in Part Two: MONEY SANITY SOLUTIONS. Check the 
boxes on the table of contents to keep track of sessions 
you have completed. 

1

2

3

Start Here
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DVD Summary Congratulations on embarking on the Money Sanity Solutions 
journey! You are taking a first step toward positively shaping your family’s learning 
about the role of money in their lives and forming a lifetime of healthy money hab-
its. You may have grown up in a family in which talking about money was taboo. But 
today is a new day. Many families are experiencing a refreshed sense of purpose 
and meaning as they engage in essential money conversations.  

My goal is to help your family become more comfortable and confident in dealing 
with a variety of money issues and topics. You will learn by listening, by talking, and 
by doing. The end results: money conversations that are embraced rather than 
deferred; a blueprint for taking a saner, more sustainable, and ultimately successful 
path; and new habits that align with your values.  

After watching this video introduction, review the Family Conversation Guidelines 
on the next page and set a date and time for your first meeting.

8
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CONVERSATION LEADER TIPS

1. Come prepared. Look ahead to the upcoming session. Review the materials, 
paying special attention to the sections BEFORE YOU START and BRING IT 
HOME. Print or copy any PDFs (found in the book and on the DVD) from BRING 
IT HOME prior to your meeting. Make sure you have the DVD loaded and cued 
to the first MONEY SPOT for your session.

2. Encourage everyone to participate. Look for opportunities to engage all the 
members of your family. Direct questions at individual family members, but 
don’t pressure them.

3. Keep things moving. Session lengths are flexible, depending on your interests 
and the topic’s complexity. Your job as facilitator is to keep the discussion mov-
ing forward by not letting the family stay too long on any one question. 

4. Follow up. Check in with family members between sessions to see how they are 
progressing on their BRING IT HOME exercise. 

5. Set up your next meeting. As the meeting ends, review the table of contents 
and select the next topic, facilitator, date, and time for your next meeting. Try to 
schedule at least one per month.

6. When appropriate, invite grandparents (and/or other extended-family mem-
bers) to participate. Their life experiences will add an important dimension to 
the conversation.

FAMILY CONVERSATION GUIDELINES

1. We respect one another’s opinions and 
won’t judge others’ money decisions.

2. We take turns talking.
3. There are no dumb questions.
4. We stay on task.
5. We agree that what we say here stays here.

Other guidelines for our family: 

9
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Needs and Wants

Distinguishing between needs 
and wants is at the heart of every 
thoughtful spending decision. This 
session will help further clarify 
your own idea of that distinction 
as well as get you thinking about 
how it influences all the money 
choices you make.

Work to keep the meeting 
moving (check your watch). In 
some instances, you might need 
to extend the meeting if extra 
time is spent talking about a 
particular topic.  

LEARNING POINTS BEFORE YOU START  

DVD Summary We make thousands of spending decisions each year. Some 
purchases are truly needs, while others are clearly wants. But why is this distinction, 
which appears to be so simple, often so confusing? Why are the lines between needs 
and wants constantly blurred, and how does that affect our own money choices? 

All of us experience “gotta have it now” moments—they’re a normal part of life. But 
knowing the difference between needs and wants is key to both short-term and 
long-term money success. In fact, it’s one of the most important money lessons 
we can learn. This session will give you an opportunity to talk about needs and 
wants and then articulate your own definitions of the two. It’s all part of the process 
that will help you develop and maintain healthy money habits.
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Needs and Wants

What is a “gotta-have-it-now” moment? When have we 
experienced those impulses?

How can we tell the difference between a want and a need?   

Finish these definitions: “A need is . . . ” “A want is . . . ” 

24



Needs and Wants

Why is it important to be able to distinguish between a 
want and a need?

Of all the things we buy, which ones would we identify as needs?

Which of our purchases are wants?

25



Gaining a solid understanding of how your values influence 
your money decisions is essential for staying on track—
especially when it comes to sorting out the difference between 
a need and a want. 

Use the exercise My Money Values, which follows, to help you 
more clearly define your values and priorities around money. 
Do it now, and then discuss your answers as a family. Keep 
this worksheet close at hand, as you will likely refer to it several 
times during your Money Sanity Solutions conversations. 

26

Why can it be difficult to distinguish between needs and wants?

Why do some wants feel like needs?

How do our values influence whether we think something is 
a need?
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What is money to me? 

What things matter most to me in life?

Do my money choices reflect my values, not just those of my 
peers? (Your plan will work best if it fits your own situation.)

Have I invested the time it takes to examine what matters 
to me and then determine ways to live in a manner that 
matches my values?

To whom can I turn for solid financial information and advice 
that will help me make smart use of my money?

How well do my money choices balance sharing, saving, 
and spending?

How do I want to use my resources to improve my future 
and the future of my family, my community, and the world? 

What are my long-term money goals?

Now, examine your current money choices:

How do I feel about spending money? Why?

How do I feel about saving money? Why?

How do I feel about sharing money? Why?

My Money Values

2
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Smart money decisions begin with knowing what matters to you. Having a plan will help guide your choices and 
enable you to get the most out of your money. When appropriate, compare your answers with those of other 
family members. What similarities and differences do you find? Here are a few questions to help you begin: 



Needs and Wants

Needs and Wants
With the start of her senior year of high school just a week away, Erin is growing 
frustrated with her mom, Nora. Erin’s parents have been divorced for several 
years. She and her mom have always been careful with their money, but lately 
Nora has become concerned about her job security. The pressure of high school 
expenses is testing both of them. The costs add up quickly—from clothes and 
activity fees to graphing calculators and car insurance. As Erin’s list grows 
longer, her mom’s anxiety continues to increase.

How could Erin and her mom address their money tension? 

How would it help Erin to split her list into needs and wants?

How does the issue of job security change the definition of 
needs and wants?

When do our family’s disagreements about needs and wants 
cause conflicts among us? 

In what spending areas do we most agree? Most disagree?

How can we work through our disagreements about needs 
and wants?

28
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Needs and Wants

DVD Summary The first step is to identify the difference between needs and 
wants. The second step is to talk about the things we truly need as well as 
the things we want—and what our plan is for obtaining some of those wants. 
At the end of the day, it’s about finding a balance between the two. How can 
we balance our needs and wants with those of people—in our community and 
around the world—who don’t even have the basics? 

There are other important factors influencing our outlook on needs and wants, 
including how much money we have, our money goals, priorities, age, and 
income. And let’s not forget about priorities such as saving for future goals and 
sharing with others. These, too, should be front and center as we sort through 
our definitions of needs and wants.

29
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What problems will result if we let our wants dictate what 
we buy? 

When is it appropriate to spend money on things we know 
are wants?



Needs and Wants

When you consider how many times each year we have to decide if something 
is a need or a want, the number is nothing short of staggering. Well-thought-out 
definitions of both can be your best allies in the face of the nonstop barrage of 
consumer messages aimed at convincing us that happiness will come from the 
next purchase. 

Linking your definitions of needs and wants to all your money goals (sharing, saving 
and spending), will give you important perspective. And it will reinforce essential 
values such as gratitude and thrift and habits such as deferred gratification. Periodic 
revisiting of this exercise over the course of the year will be time well spent. 

Most of us can’t go very long without thinking about things 
we’d like to buy—and our definitions of needs and wants 
might be challenged by purchasing prompts we get at 
home, school, work, in stores, online, and in the media. 
Begin the Needs and Wants worksheet that follows by 
listing three to five things you would like to buy over the 
next 30 to 60 days. Are they needs or wants? How do you 
know the difference?

30

Under what circumstances would we need to rebalance our 
needs and wants purchases?
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Needs and Wants

Now, list three to five things you would like to buy over the next year. Are they needs or wants? 
How do you know the difference?

A thing I thought about buying: What prompted that thought: Circle One:

Need  Want

Need  Want

Need  Want

Need  Want

Need  Want

Need  Want

A thing I thought about buying: What prompted that thought: Circle One:

Need  Want

Need  Want

Need  Want

Need  Want

Need  Want

Need  Want
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Needs and Wants 04

What does your list suggest about your understanding of wants 
and needs?

How often are your thoughts occupied with getting things? 

How often does your thinking about things lead to buying things?

List your top three saving goals (short-term and long-term). 

List your top three sharing goals. 

How is your ability to reach your saving and sharing goals 
affected by your understanding of the difference between a 
need and a want?




